Is your cat too aggressive?
Does your cat eliminate
outside of the box?
Does she get bullied by other
members of the family?
Does he eat too much or too little?
Why is your feline acting out?

Let’s bring the
purring
and snuggling
back into your life!
Call Dr. Tina EnerJoy at

1-855-ENERJOY
(363-7569)

to schedule a
complimentary consultation!

Your cat has conscious and
subconscious reasons that
motivate her behavior.
What if we could clear those
thoughts and emotions that
drive those behaviors?
Dr. Tina EnerJoy will refer you to a vet if there is
an underlying physical problem that needs to be addressed

www.lifelongeverpurr.com
info@lifelongeverpurr.com

Creating purrlicious
relationships between
felines and their
families!
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I'm Dr. Tina EnerJoy (aka Tina Huang,
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things I didn't like about myself.

Frequent begging – stopped!

After decades of hopelessness, these

Not allowing owner to cut nails –
allowed!

of mental and cognitive disorders at
esteemed research institutions.

techniques helped me to become the
I came to this work because throughout

person I've always wanted to be. Because

my life, I struggled with learning

so many cats have purred their way into

disabilities, depression and anxiety, and
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I couldn't find effective solutions

release barriers to being happy & healthy.

"After 9 months of trying everything, we had 2
sessions with Dr. Tina. With her energy cleansing
and training tips, Mitten and NIbbles have become
friends again! We went from having them
separated and in locked rooms due to all their
fighting, to them napping together on the same
pile of sheets! Thank you so much, Dr. Tina!”
- Gabriela from Seattle, WA

Weeks of nightly head-butting as
owner tried to sleep – stopped!
Hissing, growling and fighting with
other cat – stopped!

using traditional methods.

Meowing in the middle of the
night – stopped!
Overweight for years – returned
to normal weight!
Hardly eating and sleeping too much
– back to normal!
Litter box problems – solved!
Being aloof, to being a social cuddle
bug – Awww!
Not trusting owner – now trusting!

Call Dr. Tina EnerJoy at

1-855-ENERJOY
(363-7569)
www.lifelongeverpurr.com
info@lifelongeverpurr.com

Follow Us

facebook.com/lifelongeverpurr

